Vanguard: Physical Security Planning Tool
for Mobile Operations and Critical Infrastructure Sites
A modern modeling and simulation approach to address dynamic threats
Introduction
RhinoCorps’ Vanguard offers a unique capability to quantify the Physical Security Process using
modeling and simulation. This tool provides a highly dynamic simulation that enables physical
security simulations across a range of environments, for both fixed sites and mobile systems, and
with any number of threat vectors and variables. It allows analysts to quantify how well
protective measures will repel, or defeat, a suite of tailored threats; further, it allows for
countermeasure analysis, whether that is
Vanguard output illustrating attacker/defender shots
personnel, material, tactics, techniques, or
and kills for convoy engagement
procedures to reduce risk to manageable
levels. Vanguard helps decision makers make
truly effective physical security planning
decisions relative to protective strategies that
are backed by solid, intelligence-based
scenarios, and statistically valid analysis.
Background
Security planning is essential to the success
and safety of any facility or mobile operation
with a sensitive mission. The traditional
physical security planning process currently employed uses a target-centric approach. Critical
functions are identified and are then paired with malevolent activities that could disrupt those
critical functions. Typically, the entire spectrum of threat possibilities is delimited to planning
guidance that includes two or three malevolent actions that a generic adversary may attempt,
such as vehicle borne IED, suicide bomber, or active shooter. This method often devolves into a
checklist-type approach where a facility or mobile operation is considered well protected if
fences are at a specified height, protective vehicles are included, transit options are scouted, and
prohibited item searches are conducted. However, filling these checklist-based requirements does
not always imply acceptable system-wide security performance against a dynamic and adaptive
adversary. As a result, decision makers are ill informed regarding system-wide security
effectiveness and residual risks, which may remain unmitigated. This current approach falls short
if the facility or mobile operation is facing dynamic threats that are reactive and based on tactics,
techniques, and procedures demonstrated by security forces.
Vanguard Process
A balanced physical security planning approach must emphasize threat characterization far more
heavily than traditional methods. With a balanced approach, local threats and capabilities are
identified and paired with group-specific goals and objectives. These local capabilities are used
to model specific threat scenarios that an adversary may attempt, in order to achieve its
objectives. In parallel, the security system, comprised of the physical resources, detection and
delay systems, and response forces, is carefully characterized and modeled to understand its
interactions and interdependencies.

Vanguard is developed using RhinoCorps’ Simajin® Application Suite to leverage these models
and scenarios, and to provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis of physical security
scenarios. The Vanguard tool can be run
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Using Vanguard, the defined security system
performance can be assessed within the context
of each adversary scenario to determine a
probabilistic prediction of adversary success.
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they reduce the adversary’s probability of
achieving designated objectives.
Armed with this information, decision makers
can then prioritize countermeasure deployment
based on cost and overall system-wide security
impact, across a given locale or range of locales.
This approach develops specific protective
strategies against specific local adversary groups,
which recognizes the dynamic and ever-changing
nature of the adversary. It also offers defendable
decision space, because decision makers can
clearly show the factors that affected their
decision, and more importantly, it allows them to
better understand the residual risk they are
accepting through various countermeasure
deployment schemes.
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Vanguard Vulnerability Assessment Tool
Vanguard provides extensive data, enables a
rigorous review of its fidelity, and is easy to use for someone well versed in security plan
generation. While developing physical security strategies can be difficult, Vanguard eases these
burdens and makes the process easier, cheaper, and provides more value. RhinoCorps has been
providing, and continues to provide, simulation support expertise using Vanguard to the U.S.
Departments of Defense and Energy, as well as other non-U.S. entities.
Working with clients, RhinoCorps gathers threat information, and the necessary data required to
build an engagement area in which a scenario might take place. This model depicts the relevant
physical and operating characteristics of mobile or fixed target, and protection systems of the
convoy and/or site. Using this data, clients may construct mobile operations scenarios that
encompass mobile engagements, forced stops (due to dynamic blockage or vehicular damage) as
well as asset protection and consolidation efforts.

Vanguard enables users to create flexible attack and defense plans quickly, just like in the real
world, and the autonomous players in the simulation will take reasonable measures to protect
themselves and eliminate opposition, just as real people would. Using Vanguard, simulation
players will not follow any specific path or script; rather, they are task and goal oriented.
Outcomes will vary, and behaviors are dynamic, as they respond to stimulus within the scenario.
Not only are these plans flexible, they are easy to generate using graphical tools; so creating new
options or variations of existing plans is only a matter of “click and drag.” This authoring
mechanism allows users to create an abundance of attack and defense plans, which when coupled
with Vanguard’s extensive output, allows data analysts to perform studies varying the personnel,
hardware, tactics, and facilities to identify which parameters affect success, which most
influence the outcome, breaking points for defenses, and to compare response plan effectiveness.
Studies might also include variations in the environment (e.g., time of day, weather), tactical
(e.g., rule of engagements), physical aspects (e.g., speeds for vehicles/humans or rounds of
munitions carried) or vehicle configuration and equipment. This allows users to easily assess and
quantify the impacts of single, and combined, study variables to the outcome of the simulation.
Using Vanguard the security planners, analysts and subject matter experts hit the ground running,
because the hard work and heavy lifting of creating attacker and defense specific tactics have
already been developed.
Once the site or engagement area for mobile operations model(s) and attacker/defender plans are
created, the tool will run tens, to hundreds, to thousands of runs for each study condition to
obtain statistically significant results. Without requiring humans in the loop, the simulation can
quickly return results that are not based upon, or biased by, an individual’s experiences. Rather,
the results are based on the actual protection and threat models developed, and validated,
ensuring all results are objective and consistent from case to case and site to site. In addition to
executing force-on-force simulations, Vanguard provides the user with an ability to visualize the
engagement area, or proposed variations, in a realistic 3D-graphical environment. It will also
allow the user to evaluate line of sight limits, and the corresponding dead-zones, to determine
effective locations for sensors or defensive positions.
Additionally, Vanguard provides the user with the ability to:
• Model tactics and environments involving humans, vehicles, and multiple weapon systems
• Represent real-world sensors, weapons, and security systems
• Emulate protective and attacking force behaviors
• Represent communications, command, and control
• Visualize engagement area for line-of-sight checks, and familiarization, prior to deployment
• Integrate with training environments
Vanguard Reports and Output
Vanguard provides extensive output data that will directly support the development of effective
protective strategies, as well as provide a training and experimentation test-bed for new
personnel and concepts. Any event, or combination of events, that happens within a scenario can
be extracted to support client needs. For instance, some standard summary results include
number of people in the engagement, shots fired, hits/kills, engagement durations, etc. for each
execution in a study. Analysts may also create a layer monitor to assess the number of threats
that breach/enter a geographic area such as an outer-perimeter fence, relative areas surrounding

convoy vehicles, or a specific vehicle/building. Often times this data is viewed not only for an
individual execution but also for 100s or 1000s of runs in order to obtain statistically significant
results, as opposed to single outcomes. Outliers to that data often represent points of interest in
system dynamics that could indicate a cascade of events causing an extreme result.
Plotting and visualizing data is
easy using the built-in charts and
graphs that allow the analyst to
select the data fields, and type of
graphs to be created. In addition
to that flexibility standard, built-in
reports and plots are provided,
these include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•

Sample Output (top-left moving clockwise): 3D visualization of
engagement; line-of-sight analysis from roof-top locations; tabular
lethal force detail report for a study execution; graphical depiction of
lethal force report illustrating shot origination and kill locations.
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Additional reports are available, and configurable, for easy compilation of data. Finally,
Vanguard also provides a 3D visualization tool that supports viewing the static model of the
engagement area and dynamic playback of the simulation results, and also supports role-player
input.
The compiled results, plots, charts, and reports supply the user with statistically significant data
that provides evidence for the level of security a facility or mobile operation might require. Once
the level of security has been established, testing a new threat is a simple task and your new
results are directly comparable to the old ones. Using all this data, analysts can perform studies
varying the personnel, hardware, tactics, and facilities to identify which parameters affect
success, which most influence the outcome, breaking points for defenses, and to compare
response plan effectiveness.
Summary
The traditional physical security planning process currently employed can be enhanced with a
more quantifiable, repeatable, and rigorous process using modeling and simulation. RhinoCorps’
Vanguard offers clients a highly dynamic simulation that enables physical security simulations
across a range of environments and with any number of threat vectors and variables. It provides
an easy, and objective, means to examine the complex interdependencies and procedures in your
specific operational environment. Thus, Vanguard can help decision makers make truly effective
physical security planning decisions backed by solid, intelligence-based scenarios, and
statistically valid analysis results.

